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We examine the possibility that the light companion in the highly asymmetric binary compact
object coalescence event GW190814 is a hypernuclear star. We use density functional theory with
functionals that have been tuned to the properties of Λ hypernuclei as well as astrophysical con-
straints placed by the masses of the most massive millisecond pulsars, the mass-radius range inferred
from the NICER experiment, and the binary neutron star merger event GW170817. We compute
general-relativistic static and maximally rotating Keplerian configurations of purely nucleonic and
hypernuclear stars. We find that while nucleonic stars are broadly consistent with a neutron star
being involved in GW190814, this would imply no new degrees of freedom in the dense matter up
to 6.5 times the nuclear saturation density. Allowing for hyperonization of dense matter, we find
that the maximal masses of hypernuclear stars, even for maximal rapidly rotating configurations,
are inconsistent with a stellar nature interpretation of the light companion in GW190814, implying
that this event involved two black holes rather than a neutron star and a black hole.
1. Introduction.— The recent measurement by the
LIGO–Virgo Collaboration (hereafter LVC) [1] of grav-
itational waves from a binary coalescence of a 24.3M
black hole with a compact object in the mass the range
of 2.50 − 2.67M has raised interest in the question of
whether the light companion is the heaviest known neu-
tron star (NS) or the lightest known black hole (BH).
The mass of this object falls into the so-called “mass-
gap” 2.5 ≤M/M ≤ 5 where neither a neutron star nor
a black hole have been observed so far. This observation
poses yet another challenge to the theoretical models of
dense nuclear matter in the light of gravitational wave
observations; for reviews see [2, 3].
Theoretically, the modern density functional models,
which are compatible with the nuclear phenomenology
in the vicinity of nuclear saturation density and satisfy
the mass and/or radius constrain ts coming from mea-
surements of massive (∼ 2.0M) pulsars [4], the NICER
experiment [5, 6], and the multimessenger GW170817
event [7–9], predict maximum masses of static neutron
star sequences of the order of 2.50M. As is well known,
the maximum mass of a rapidly rotating NS is around
20% larger than its static counterpart [10–13]. Therefore
the tension between the NS interpretation of the light
companion in GW190814 and the maximal masses pre-
dicted by nuclear models is mitigated if the light com-
panion were a rapidly rotating NS. At the same time,
the BH origin of a compact object within the “mass gap”
range is possible through the prior coalescence of a bi-
nary NS or an NS-white dwarf system, which would sug-
gest that GW190814 originates from a triple star system.
Ideas have already been put forward regarding the nature
of the light companion of GW190814 which invoke (sta-
tionary or rapidly rotating) very massive NS composed
of nucleonic matter [14–18] at the instance of coalescence
or in the past.
In this Letter we examine the possibility that the
lighter companion in GW190814 is a hypernuclear star
and show that hyperonization in dense matter is incom-
patible with its interpretation as a NS, even if one con-
siders a maximally fast rotating (Keplerian) hypernu-
clear star. Thus we conclude that the light companion in
GW190814 is a black hole if hyperonization takes place
in compact stars.
The hyperonization of dense matter is based on a ro-
bust energetic argument which asserts that hyperons will
nucleate in dense nulcear matter once the neutron Fermi
energy reaches the (in-medium) rest mass es of hyper-
ons. Although hyperonization in dense matter has been
studied for several decades (for early studies see, for ex-
ample, [19–21]), only during recent years covariant den-
sity functional models were developed which were com-
patible with the hypernuclear data, mass and/or radius
measurements of neutron stars and the tidal deformabil-
ity inferred from the GW170817 event [22–30]. In this
work we use a covariant density functional model whose
parameters are adjusted to available hypernuclear and as-
trophysical data and show that both the maximal masses
of hypernuclear stars in both the static and Keplerian
limits are incompatible with the mass range inferred for
the light companion in the GW190814 event. There are a
few alternatives to the hyperonization scenario discussed
here: (a) deconfined quark matter phases may appear be-
fore the hyperonization threshold; (b) the ∆ resonances
may appear in addition to hyperons. The first effect may
have profound implications for the equation of state and
structure of NS and clearly requires a separate discus-






















2resulting features of compact objects in [30–35]). The
appearance of ∆ resonances do es not affect the maxi-
mum mass of a static NS, but can reduce the radius of
the star by tens of percent ([28] and references therein).
Because our arguments are based on the static and Kep-
lerian maximum masses of hypernuclear stars which are
very close to those derived for ∆-admixed hypernuclear
matter, our conclusions will not be affected in this case.
2. Equation of state of hypernuclear stars.— For our
study we used two equations of state of hypernu-
clear matter obtained from covariant density functional
theory: the first is based on a functional with the
density-dependent meson-baryon couplings with DDME2
parametrization and its extension to the hypernuclear
sector [25, 28, 36, 37]. As an alternative equation of
state, we used the NL3 [38] model and its extension to
the hyperonic sector.
The Lagrangian density of matter can be written as




































where B sums over baryons and ψB are the baryonic
Dirac fields with masses mB . The meson fields σ, ωµ,
and ρµ mediate the interaction s among the baryon
fields, ωµν and ρµν represent the field strength tensors
of vector mesons, and mσ, mω, and mρ are their masses.
The baryon-meson coupling constants are denoted by giB






where λ sums over the leptons e− and µ−, which are
treated as free Dirac fields with masses mλ. In the
DDME2 model the coupling constants in the nucleonic
Lagrangian are density-dependent and are parametrized
according to the relation giN (nB) = giN (ns)hi(x), for
i = σ, ω, and gρN (nB) = gρN (n0) exp[−aρ(x − 1)] for
the ρµ-meson, where nB is the baryon density, n0 is
the nuclear saturation density, and x = nB/n0. This
parameterization has in total eight parameters, which
are adjusted to reproduce the properties of symmetric
and asymmetric nuclear matter and the binding ener-
gies, charge radii, and neutron radii of spherical nuclei
(see [28]). In the hypernuclear sector, the vector meson-
hyperon couplings are given by the SU(3) flavor symmet-
ric quark model, whereas the scalar meson-hyperon cou-
plings are determined by fits to empirical hypernuclear
potentials. Note that the Lagrangian of this model has
only linear meson-field interaction terms and the nucleon-
meson coupling constants are density-dependent. The
NL3 model is used as an alternative model, which has
density independent meson-nucleon couplings, but con-
tains non-linear in meson fields terms; we will comment
on the differences between these models.
The equations of state of purely nucleonic matter and
hypernuclear matter is illustrated in Fig. 1. The compo-
FIG. 1: The equation of state of dense matter for two cases:
purely nucleonic matter (N) and hypernuclear matter (NY)
which includes the full baryon octet. The blue lines show
the results for the DDME2 parameterization. The violet
lines are for the NL3 parameterization. Note the softening of
the equation of state (reduction of the pressure) in each case
caused by the onset of hyperonization.
FIG. 2: Particle fractions ni/n (i refers to baryons in
the baryon octet) in hypernuclear matter according to the
DDME2 model. Here n denotes baryon density, n0 is the sat-
uration density of ordinary nuclear matter. The results for
NL3 model show the same features and are not shown here.
sition of hypernuclear matter computed for the DDME2
parameterization is shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that, in
3FIG. 3: The mass-radius relations for non-rotating and
maximally rotating hypernuclear stars. The colored areas
show the constraints inferred from the most massive pul-
sar MSP J0740+6620 [4], the mass-radius limits inferred
from the NICER experiment [5, 6] and the mass limits from
GW190814 [1].
the relevant density range, the Σ-hyperons do not ap-
pear and that the dominant hyperonic component is the
Λ-hyperon. Among the hyperons, the Λ-hyperon proper-
ties are best constrained due to the tuning of the interac-
tions (in particular the coupling to the σ-meson) to the Λ
single- and double-hypernuclei [25, 37]. The variations
in the magnitude of the Λ-hyperon potential in nuclear
matter within various extensions of the DDME2 model to
the hypernuclear sector are too small to affect the stellar
properties and the equation of state [25, 27, 28, 37].
3. Mass-radius relations of compact stars. — The
general relativistic structure equations of compact stars
[39, 40] for the hypernuclear model equations of state
shown in Fig. 1 were solved for spherically symmetric
(non-magnetized) stars in the cases of static (nonrotat-
ing) and maximally rotating (Keplerian) stars. The ro-
tating configurations were generated using the public do-
main RNS code1. Note that in both cases the stable
configurations of hypernuclear stars are determined by
the Bardeen-Thorne-Meltzer criterion [41], which implies
that a star is stable only as long as its mass is increasing
with the central density. Thus, along the rising branch on
the mass-radius curve the stars with the maximum mass
for any given sequences are the last stable configurations.
In Fig. 3 we show the mass-radius relations of nucleonic
and hypernuclear stars based on the DDME2 parameter-
ization for static and maximally rotating configurations.
Nucleonic models in the static case reach a maximum
1 www.gravity.phys.uwm.edu/rns/
FIG. 4: The tidal deformability of static nucleonic (solid line)
and hypernuclear (dashed line) stars according to the DDME2
model. The colored area shows the 90% confidence exclusion
region for tidal deformability of equal mass binary obtained
from the analysis of GW170817 for the range of NS masses
1.17 ≤M/M ≤ 1.6.
mass of 2.48M (with a radius of R = 12.1 km), which
makes them compatible with the NS interpretation of the
light companion of GW190814. The maximally rotating
nucleonic models reach masses up to 3M and thus com-
fortably account for a NS in GW190814. The sequences
for the NL3 model show the same behavior whereby the
maximum mass of nucleonic stars is larger whereas that
of hypernuclear stars is lower than in the DDME2 model.
This implies that our arguments are even stronger en-
forced by the NL3 model.
The nucleonic models satisfy the complementary to
GW190814 constraints, specifically, the lower bound on
the maximum mass placed by MSP J0740+6620 [4], and
the mass-radius limits inferred from the NICER exper-
iment [5, 6] giving, for example, a radius of R = 13.3
km for a M = 1.33M star. Turning to the hypernu-
clear models, we note that the softening of the equa-
tion of state triggered by the hyperonization leads to a
lower maximum mass compared to the nucleonic case.
The maximum mass of static hypernuclear stars is M '
2.0M as is thus consistent with the massive pulsar MSP
J0740+6620, but clearly is inconsistent with a NS in
GW190814. The maximally rotating Keplerian models
of hypernuclear stars have maximum masses ≤ 2.3M.
This implies that the maximal rotation is not sufficient to
raise masses of hypernuclear stars to the required value
2.5M. Thus, we conclude that independent of the ro-
tation rate the hypernuclear stars are incompatible with
the light companion of GW190814 being an NS.
Finally, in Fig. 4 we show the tidal-deformability vs
mass relations of nucleonic and hypernuclear stars based
on the DDME2 parameterization for static configura-
tions along with the 90% confidence exclusion region for
4equal mass NS-NS binary obtained from the analysis of
GW170817. Our main point here is seen that the mas-
sive stars have very small tidal deformability which is not
expected to be observable at the current level of the sensi-
tivity of gravitational wave observatories. Note also, that
the mild discrepancy between the prediction of the tidal
deformability of the DDME2 model for lighter (canoni-
cal) mass NS and the inference from GW170817 can be
cured by accounting for the onset of ∆ resonances [28] or
adjusting higher-order expansion parameters of the den-
sity functional [29].
4. Conclusions and Outlook.— In this work, we inves-
tigated the possibility that the light companion in the
GW190814 event is a hypernuclear compact star. The
equation of state was taken from studies of covariant
density functional theory of hypernuclear matter with
the parameters tuned to Λ hypernuclear data and as-
trophysical constraints imposed by the massive pulsars,
NICER experiment, and GW170817 event. We have con-
sidered both static configurations and maximally fast ro-
tating configurations of hypernuclear stars. As expected,
the purely nucleonic stars are consistent with the in-
volvement of NS in GW190814 even if the star was non-
rotating; adding some degree of rotation would make the
nucleonic models broadly compatible with the scenario
involving an NS. However, such interpretation would im-
ply that matter maintains its purely nucleonic degrees
of freedom up to densities 6.5 times the nuclear satura-
tion. A more likely and robust scenario is the hyperoniza-
tion of dense matter, in which heavier members of the
baryon octet nucleate once their (in-medium) masses be-
come of the order of the neutron chemical potential. We
found that if hyperonization takes place, then the max-
imal masses of sequences of hypernuclear stars are well
below the lower bound inferred for the light companion in
GW190814. Thus, our main conclusion is that the hyper-
onization of dense matter precludes the interpretation of
GW190814 involving a neutron star. It should be noted
that the hypernuclear models are otherwise broadly con-
sistent with the masses inferred for most massive pulsars
and the mass-radius range for canonical mass neutron
stars inferred by the NICER experiment, see Fig. 3. Fur-
thermore, the models we used have been shown to be
compatible with the constraints on tidal deformability of
a compact star as inferred from the GW170817 event, see
in particular [29].
We have not addressed the possibility of either phase
transition to quark matter or ∆-resonance admixture
in the hypernuclear matter. The first issue needs sub-
stantial changes in the input physics, therefore, we do
not comment here, rather than refer to recent studies
in Refs. [30–35]. Adding ∆-resonances to hypernuclear
matter does change the composition of matter, but does
not increase significantly (maximum) masses of stellar se-
quences (up to about %15). Therefore, we anticipate that
including ∆’s will not change our main conclusion - in-
compatibility of GW190814 with hyperonization in dense
matter and hypernuclear stars - unless extreme assump-
tions are not made about couplings entering the density
functionals.
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